Experts (managers) may have domain-specific knowledge that is not included in a statistical model and that can improve short-run and long-run forecasts of SKU-level sales data. While one-step-ahead forecasts address the conditional mean of the variable, model-based forecasts for longer horizons have a tendency to convert to the unconditional mean of a time series variable. Analyzing a large database concerning pharmaceutical sales forecasts for various products and adjusted by a range of experts, we examine whether the forecast horizon has an impact on what experts do and on how good they are once they adjust model-based forecasts.
Introduction
In supply chain management statistical models are regularly used to create out-of-sample forecasts for SKU-level sales data. One-step-ahead forecasts are useful for various reasons, but for management it may sometimes be more relevant to have forecasts for more distant horizons. The parameters in statistical models for time series data are typically estimated or updated using some least squares criterion, where usually the squares of the one-step-ahead forecasts are minimized. Hence, it is conceivable that statistical models would do well for short horizons but lesser so for more distant horizons. Even though statistical models seek to capture trends and other patterns in the data and to extrapolate these into the future, it is quite likely that these models do not cover recent events that can be relevant for forecasting too.
Experts with domain-specific knowledge can have information on these events and hence can add something to the model-based forecast, see Fildes et al. (2009) .
There is much evidence that managers adjust statistical model-based forecasts for SKU-level time series data (see Fildes and Goodwin (2007) , Bunn and Salo (1996) , Sanders and Manrodt (1994) , Nikolopoulos et al. (2005) , , Fildes et al. (2008) and ). Usually, SKU-level time series forecasts are created from extrapolation techniques like exponential smoothing and trend fitting, and this may motivate managers to adjust as they know of relevant factors other than the recent past of the sales data. Goodwin (2000) summarizes also other reasons to adjust statistical forecasts. There are studies that suggest that such managerial intervention leads to improved forecasts (Mathews and Diamantopoulos (1986) and Diamantopoulos and Mathews (1989) ), but a recent account in Fildes and Goodwin (2007) suggests that model-based SKU-level sales forecasts may be adjusted too often, leading to a decrease in accuracy.
As the literature so far looked only at one-step-ahead forecasts, in this paper we are the first to study the behaviour of experts across forecast horizons. Given that model-based forecasts for stationary series for more distant horizons convert towards the unconditional mean of that variable, it might be that experts have a tendency to change those forecasts more than those for nearer forecast horizons. We shall study these and other questions using a large database with sales forecasts for pharmaceutical products.
The outline of our paper is as follows. To shape our empirical analysis we put forward a few research questions in Section 2. Next, we outline the empirical methodology in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the empirical results and Section 5 sketches a few areas for further work.
Research questions
This paper builds and extends on the insights in Fildes et al. (2009) and Franses and Legerstee (2009) where the question was addressed whether expert-adjusted forecasts have more accuracy. Among the many findings in the recent literature, it is documented that experts have a tendency to be over-optimistic, that expert forecasts show bias, but also that improvement can be noticed under various circumstances, see Fildes et al. (2009) .
In the present study, and this is done for the first time in the literature, we consider not just the one-step-ahead forecasts but also multiple-step-ahead forecasts.
Variables of interest
The framework is as follows. We consider the following variables
model-based forecast for horizon h (made from origin t) EF t+h|t : expert forecast for horizon h (made from origin t) S t+h: realization at time t + h where S denotes SKU-level sales, where our data to be analyzed below concern monthly data.
The model-based forecasts typically are linear functions of past sales, and in our illustration they are created by (a variant of) the ForecastPro program. The forecasts are created recursively which means that the parameters are estimated for R in-sample data, and then one-step-ahead to h-step-ahead forecasts are made. Next, the sample is enlarged to R+1, parameters are updated and again the h forecasts are made. When the total sample contains R+P observations, there are thus P one-step-ahead forecasts to evaluate. Similarly, there are P-1 two-step-ahead forecasts, and likewise, there are P-(h-1) h-step-ahead forecasts.
In supply chain management it is quite common that experts receive the statistical model-based forecasts and are allowed to modify these. This is of course partly due to the fact that the experts know that the model-based forecasts are based on a limited set of explanatory variables. It is however unknown to what extent the experts take account of the model-based forecasts. As Boulaksil and Franses (2009) Blattberg and Hoch (1990) and Franses and Legerstee (2009) . It can happen for a particular moment t and horizon h that EF t+h|t equals MF t+h|t and it that case A t+h|t is equal to 0. We decide not to discard these data, as that would create missing observations in the time series of A t+h|t and we need the full time series in our model (2) below. We will use the same database as in Franses and Legerstee (2009) , and it that paper it was already documented that expert adjustment occurs very frequently and this holds for all horizons (unreported to save space). It never happens that for all observations t EF t+h|t equals MF t+h|t .
Research questions
The main issue in this paper is whether the forecast horizon matters for the behaviour of experts and for their forecast accuracy relative to model-based forecasts. We could find no relevant literature, so we stress that the following must be seen as exploratory analysis.
The first question is that we wish to examine is whether the added contribution of the expert is about equal for all forecast horizons. This implies that model-based forecasts for all horizons experience adjustment, and that there is no particular reason to believe that some horizons see lesser inclination by experts to adjust.
Whether experts are equally successful across horizons is another issue of interest. In fact, one might expect that experts may have access to recent information that never could have been included in the model, so the quality of the added contribution of the expert could be better for very short forecast horizons. On the other hand, regression-based models have a tendency to give h-step-ahead forecasts for a stationary time series that converge to the unconditional mean of that series (and also exponential smoothing does that). Hence, as such models may miss recently established trends that could be noticed by the expert, the quality of the added value of the expert may be larger for more distant horizons. In sum we therefore investigate whether the quality of the added contribution of the expert is larger for immediate and more distant horizons, and is smaller for intermediate horizons. In our empirical analysis below we will label 1, 2 and 3 months ahead as short-term, 10, 11 and 12 months ahead as long-term and around 4 to 9 months as mid-term horizons.
Based on our discussions with the managers at the headquarters' office, from which we draw our data and where they create the model-based forecasts, we know that the 6-month-ahead forecasts are most relevant for their supply chain management. So, for these horizons the experts do want to perform particularly well, and in fact part of their bonus payments depends on their success rates for that horizon. Given this information, we specifically focus on this mid-term horizon.
Finally, Franses and Legerstee (2010) find that when the weight of the contribution of the expert relative to the model is larger, the quality of the expert forecast becomes smaller.
Their study addresses only one-step-ahead forecasts, and here we examine whether their findings carries through for multiple-step-ahead forecasts.
Methodology
This section gives a discussion of the database we have and it outlines the basic statistics that we compute to examine the hypotheses. We have data concerning product i within category j for country c. We consider 37 countries and there are 7 product categories. We do not have all data for all categories for all countries and within a category there are different numbers of products. The data concern monthly SKU-level sales for October 2004 to October 2006 of pharmaceutical products. The headquarters' office creates model-based forecasts and sends these to the experts in each of the countries. Each country has one or two experts and they are allowed to modify the model-based forecasts in a way they see fit. The database is very large and to make further analysis tractable, we decide to use the country-category unit as the unit of measurement. Depending on the availability of the h-step-ahead forecasts, we have about 180 to 220 cases for each of the horizons. In the Appendix we provide a few basic statistics, which show that expert forecasts usually differ from model forecasts and that the percentage change is substantial across all horizons.
The added value of the expert
First we need to create a measure for the contribution of the expert. There are various ways to do this, and we follow the same strategy as in Franses and Legerstee (2009) . For this, we 6 consider for all products within a country-category combination the following multipleequation model 1 for each horizon h, where we now consider h = 1, 2, 3, 4, .., 11, 12, that is, (1), with i = 1, 2, …, n, with n the amount of products within each such combination. For some country-category units n is as small as 1, for others it can be 30. The parameters of interest are β and γ, which are pooled across the n equations to gain degrees of freedom.
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After examination of the time series properties of each of the errors
, we find that the error processes are best modeled as
denotes a standard white noise process. Each of these processes has a different variance to accommodate different scales of
Here we see that having a complete set of observations on A t+h|t is important for the analysis of (2). We allow the α i parameters in (2) to differ per product, but the β and γ parameters are assumed as constant across products within a country-category combination. The model in (2) assumes independent equations with cross-equation parameter restrictions as we assume the
as independent. The model parameters are estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) with the cross equation restrictions imposed. The covariance matrix of
 is a diagonal matrix. .The relative value of γ versus that of β gives an indication as to how much weight the added expert adjustment gets.
The quality of the expert
To examine the quality of the added contribution of the expert, one can of course just see if the root mean squared prediction errors (RMSPEs) or mean absolute percentage errors (MAPEs) are different, but one may also want to test whether the differences are significantly different. Such a test can then be computed for each product within each country-category combination.
To test the null hypothesis that the RMSPE of the expert forecast is equal to that of the model against the alternative hypothesis that the expert forecast is better, we need to take account of the fact that expert forecast potentially nests the model used for the statistical forecast, see (1) and Franses and Legerstee (2010) The summation runs for the P one-step-ahead forecasts, and e 1,t+h|t denotes the errors for model-based forecasts, and e 2,t+h|t concerns the expert forecasts. Following Franses and Legerstee (2010) , for one-step-ahead forecast errors we set the 5% critical value at 1.481. The test in (3) is a one-sided test of the null hypothesis that the expert forecast is equally good as the model-based forecast against the alternative hypothesis that the expert forecast is better.
For multi-steps-ahead forecasts we can also compute the test statistic as in (3), but now a complication arises in terms of its asymptotic distribution. For multiple-steps-ahead forecasts it is well known that the forecast errors are correlated, and this correlation needs to be included in the distribution. Clark and McCracken (2005) outline in detail how to do this in 8 case of a linear regression model. These authors recommend a one-sided test with a 5% critical value equal to 1.645.
Results
In this section we report on the empirical results obtained using the methodology outlined in the previous section, where the specific focus is on the variation of the results across horizons.
Added contribution of experts
In total we have data for 203 country-category combinations concerning one-step-ahead forecasts, and within each we have from 1 to as many as 30 products, see Legerstee (2009, 2010) for more details on the database. Table 1 gives in its second column how many cases we have for each of the 12 different horizons. We observe that we have quite a number of cases, and hence, we can safely draw generalizing conclusions.
Insert Table 1 about here The third column of Table 1 gives the number of cases with significant values for γ, meaning that the added contribution of expert adjustment is relevant. The fourth column shows that the fraction of cases with significant γ seems to decrease with the forecast horizon.
However, we must bear in mind that the test for this significance is based on smaller samples each time the horizon increases. In fact, for forecast horizon h = 1 each equation in (2) gets estimated for 25 observations, while for horizon h = 12 it is only 14. To provide some form of correction for this power loss, we compute a sample-size-corrected fraction of cases with significant γ by multiplying the numbers in the penultimate column of Table 1 by
where T equals 25 here. Upon doing so, we see from the last column that the fraction of cases with significant γ in (2) is rather constant across the forecast horizons, and it is around 50% of the cases. So, in about half of the cases, the contribution of the expert is helpful, and this fraction is constant across horizons. In sum, all horizons experience managerial intervention of forecasts and this is relevant in a constant fraction of the cases.
Insert Table 2 about here Now we look at the added contribution relative to that of the model using the multipleequation model in (2). In Table 2 we report on the fraction of cases where β equals γ, first across all cases and second across only those cases where γ is significantly different from 0.
Again, we correct for the decreasing sample size with increasing horizon, see column 5 of Table 2 , but as it now concerns the size of the test we compute the sample-size adjusted fractions by
When we consider the relevant columns in Table 2 we observe that there is a slow decrease in the fraction of cases with β equal to γ, and this certainly holds for the cases with significant γ parameters. Hence, from Table 1 we saw that the expert contribution is stable across horizons, and from Table 2 we see that the number of cases where the model and expert are equally important becomes smaller as the horizon increases.
Insert Table 3 about here To have a closer look at these relative weights, we compute the mean and the median of the estimated parameters in (2), that is, β -γ across the cases mentioned in the second column of Table 1 and for the cases where γ is significant (the cases in the third column of Table 1 ). The median values in left-hand panel of Table 3 (4) is attained at h = 6, which is indeed the most important forecast horizon for the managers in our illustration. Hence for this forecast horizon, the expert contribution relative to the model forecast is highest. So, our second finding is that the horizon that is most relevant to the managers shows greater overweighting of the expert adjustment
Quality of added contribution
Now we have seen that experts add most to the model-based forecasts for horizon 6, the next obvious question is whether this is successful or not.
Insert Table 4 about here
In Table 4 we present the mean and median values of the empirical distribution of the percentage of improvement in RMSPE and MAPE of the expert-adjusted forecasts over the model-based forecasts for all cases (as in Table 1 , column 2). At first sight for RMSPE we again see a parabolic shape, with a dip around horizons 6 or 7. This is confirmed when we estimate the parameters of
for h = 1, 2 , …, 12. The α 1 parameter gets estimated as -0.713 (with standard error 0.347) and α 2 becomes 0.060 (0.026) and the R 2 is 0.398. Again, the fit of this regression attains its minimum value when h = 6. For MAPE the same regression gives a minimum value around 3 to 4. We also see that for more distant horizons expert adjusted forecasts are less bad. Our third main conclusion is that what was found for one-step-ahead forecasts in Franses and Legerstee (2010) also holds for the other 11 horizons. Expert adjusted forecasts are less accurate than pure model-based forecasts. We also see that the distribution is skewed to the left meaning that very poor expert forecasts occur more often than very poor model forecasts.
In sum, for all horizons the expert adjusted forecasts have less accuracy than pure modelbased forecasts, with distant horizons having the least deterioration..
Insert Table 5 about here
The conclusion drawn from Table 4 was based on the analysis of all forecasts, and the next question is whether this finding would also hold when we only look at the significant positive contributions of the experts, which now cover the averages within categories for the products with significant test values. When we look at the percentage improvement of experts in case the ENC_NEW test values are significant, as in Table 5 , we observe that when the expert has a significant and positive added value to the final forecast, this value becomes larger for more distant away horizons. So, when experts do better, they do better for more distant horizons.
Taking the results in the last tables and figures together, we see that when experts do significantly better they do even more so when the forecast horizon increases. Moreover, when they do not necessarily perform significantly better, their forecasts are worst around the horizon that is most important for their business. This matches with the findings in and Franses and Legerstee (2009) that when experts exercise too much value in the final forecast, notably here around horizon 6, the quality of this forecast quickly deteriorates.
Insert Table 6 about here
Following the discussion in Franses and Legerstee (2010) , to demonstrate that less added contribution of the expert leads to improvement for all horizons, we report in Table 6 on the mean and median of the percentage of improvement in RMSPE and MAPE when we would take the average of the model-based forecast and the expert forecast, versus only the model-based forecast. Clearly, the median is positive across all cases and the minimum values are not that low anymore. Most improvement is seen for horizons 1 and 12, and lesser improvement for h = 6 and h = 7.
Conclusions
We analyzed model-based forecasts and expert-adjusted forecasts for a large range of products within various categories and where the experts are located in countries spread all over the world. We arrive at the following four conclusions concerning the impact of the forecast horizon on relevance and quality of experts' added contribution to model-based forecasts. First, all horizons experience managerial intervention of forecasts. Second, the 12 horizon that is most relevant to the managers shows greater overweighting of the expert adjustment. Third, for all horizons the expert adjusted forecasts have less accuracy than pure model-based forecasts, with distant horizons having the least deterioration. Fourth, when expert-adjusted forecasts are significantly better, they are best at those distant horizons. Fifth, when expert adjustment is down-weighted, expert forecast accuracy increases.
To answer the question in the title of our paper: Yes, the forecast horizon matters. This finding has consequences for management, in particular when training the experts. It is seen that experts exercise too much impact when the horizons matters most to them and then the quality of the added expertise quickly decreases. Apparently, experts should be trained not to over-adjust model-based forecasts for some horizons. Is the added contribution of the expert equal to that of the model, that is, is β equal to γ in (2)?
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